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In [9] Petryshyn i troduced the class of Approximation-proper 
(A-proper) mappings. This class of mappings is a natural one to study 
when one wishes toconstruct solutions f equations i  infinite dimensional 
Banach spaces as the limits ofsolutions f impler finite dimensional 
problems. Based upon the topological degree for A-proper mappings 
introduced by Browder and Petryshyn [ 11, Fitzpatrick [S] gave a 
generalized degree for uniform limits ofA-proper mappings. Since then, 
some degrees for monotone operators from a Banach space X to its 
conjugate space X* have been constructed ( .g., see [3, 4, 6, 141). 
However, the degree for accretive op rators f om X to X, which coincide 
with monotone operators when X is a Hilbert space, has hardly been 
touched. Inthis respect, some conclusions were drawn on the condition 
that X possessed a weakly continuous normalized duality map (e.g., [5]). 
The purpose ofthis paper is to construct a topological degree for aclass 
of mappings which are more general than A-proper mappins, namely the 
S-A-proper mappings, by approximation methods and to apply this degree 
theory to accretive op rators that are defined on(n), spaces. 
Under Section 1,we give the definition of S-A-proper mapping and point 
out some types of mappings included in this one. 
Under Section 2,we define the topological degree for S-A-proper map- 
pings and show that his type of degree has many properties analogous to 
those of a classical degree. 
Under Section 3,we obtain a unification of a large number of results for
accretive op rators btained byvarious authors u ing many methods. 
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SECTION 1 
Let X and Y be real Banach spaces with a projectionally complete 
scheme r= {X,, P, ; Y,, &} for mappings from X to Y (see [10, 
Definition l.lA]), D a bounded open subset ofX, aII its boundary in X, 
and d its closure in X. 4 and - will denote strong convergence andweak 
convergence, respectively. R ferto [lo] about he term A-proper, [2] 
about accretive, monotone, and maximal monotone, [3] about ype (S) 
and (S, ), and [S] about generalized pseudomonotone. Moreover, for 
mapping T: d + Y, we always assume that T,, = Q,, TI is,: D, + Y, is 
continuous, where D, = D n A’,,, D , = D n X,. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let S be a bounded mapping from D to Y. Then 
T: b + Y is said to be A-proper about S (S-A-proper) withrespect to r if 
the following conditions are atisfied: 
(C I ) T, = T + 1,s is A-proper, forall A> 0; 
(C,) for any closed subset K of D, if or some p in Y, the sequence 
{x,> in K satisfies TX, + &ST,, =p for each n, where I, + O+, then there 
exists anI in K such that Tx =p. 
Remark 1. Comparing with [S], we add (C,) in the above definition. 
Soon we see that many nonlinear m ppings satisfy this condition naturally. 
Because of (C,), when defining the degree Deg,( T, D, p), we will require 
only p G T(8D) but not p G T(8D); the latter was required by 
Fitzpatrick [S].Thus, (C,) lends convenience to the application of the 
degree. 
THEOREM 1.1. T satisfies (C,), if one of the following conditions is 
satisfied. 
(1) X is a reflexive Banach space, T: D + X* is a mapping of type (S) 
and demicontinuous or of type (S,); 
(2) X is a reflexive Banach space with locally untformly convex norm, 
S= J: X + X*, the normalized duality map, T: D ---f X* is a monotone and 
generalized pseudomonotone operator. In particular, T: D + X* is maximal 
monotone or T: X + X* is demicontinuous and monotone; 
(3) X is a separable, untformly convex Banach space with untformly 
convex dual X*, S: X + X is a bounded, strongly accretive operator, 
T: X + X is a demicontinuous and accretive op rator. 
Proof: (1) By the definition of mapping of type (S) and that of type 
(S,), the assertion h lds. 
(2) Let x, E K be a sequence with TX, + A,, Jx, =p, where i, -+ O+, 
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PE X*. Then there xist a subsequence {xk} and a point XEX such 
that xk -x. Thus, Tx =p, since T is generalized pseudomonotone. As 
(Jxk, xk- x) = A; ‘(TX - TX,, .yk -X) 6 0, this yields 
hm sup ( /I xk 11 - I( x // )* <hm sup (Jxk, xk- x) d 0. 
k-x k-x 
Thus, /I xk II -+ )I.Y I/. The locally uniform convexity ofX concludes 
xk+x~K. 
(3) Let x, E K be a sequence with TX, + &,Sx, =p, where 1, + 0 +, p E X. 
By the theorem in[ 123 and Theorem 2in [13], there exist a subsequence 
(x,,} and a point uE X such that 1(x, -u) - 0, TV =p. Thus 
Let 3. >0 be such that S- AZ is accretive. Th n
Therefore hm,_ ~ /I xk - u /I =0; i.e., ?ck -+ u E k. Q.E.D. 
Under the conditions f Theorem 1.1, we can assert T o be S-A-proper 
if we place some other estrictions on T, S, or X. Now, we only give the 
assertion on accretive op rators. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 1.1(3), suppose that 
X is a (7~)~ space (see [12]) and S: X-t X is demicontinuous. Thenfor any 
bounded, open set D in X, T: B + X is S-A-proper. 
By Definition 1.1, we have the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T: B + Y be S-A-proper, K closed in 6. Suppose 
that pE Y - T(K). Then there xists a 1* > 0 such that p5 T,(K), for all 
i E [O, A*). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let T: B-P Y be S-A-proper, D, open in D. Then 
T: 6, + Y is S-A-proper. 
SECTION 2 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T: b --) Y be an S-A-proper mapping, pE Y - 
T(8D) and1*=sup{E.‘;pC T,(aD),for all ,IE [0, A’)}. Then Deg(T,, D p) 
is meaningful as2 E (0, A*) and it is independent of I, where Deg( T2, D, p) 
denotes the degree for A-proper mappings (cf: [S] ). 
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ProojI By Proposition 1.1, A* > 0 or %* = + CC. Then Deg(T,, D p) is 
meaningful as A E (0, A*), since p C T,(aD). Let i, and A2 be arbitrary 
elements in (0, A*), and consider 
H,(x) =fT&(X) + (1 - t) T,?(X) 
Then 
for TV [0, l] and XEB. 
H,(x)=T.~+(fjL~+(l-t)jlZ)S.y for XED and ?E [O, 11. 
Since tA, + (1 - t) A2 E (0, A*) for all t E [0, 11, p CC H( [0, l] x aD). We 
may invoke Property 2 in [S] to conclude that 
D&H,, D, P) = Deg(H,, D, p); 
i.e., De& Tj.1, D, P) = Deg( Tj.2, D, P). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let T, S, D, p, and A* be as in Proposition 2.1. We 
define D g,( T,D, p), the degree of T on D over p with respect to S, to be 
Deg(T,, D, p), where AE (0, j.*). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T: D + Y be A -proper and also S-A-proper. Let
p E Y be such that pE T(8D). Then Deg( T, D, p) = Deg,( T, D, p). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T: d -+ Y be an S-A-proper mapping. Let p E Y be 
such that pC T(aD). Then the following assertions hold: 
(a, If‘Deg,(T, D,pl# {O}, th ere exists an element x in D such that 
TX = p. 
(b) Let H: [O, 11 x 4 --) Y be continuous in t, uniformly for x E aD, 
and H, = H(t, ): d + Y be S-A-proper for each t E [0, 1 ]. Then if there is a 
A* > 0 such that p 5 (H + E.S)( [0, I] x aD) for all iE [O, IL*), itfollows that 
Deg,(H,, D p) is independent of E [0, 11. 
(c) Let H: [0, l] x D + Y be such that for each n, H, = Q,H: 
[O, l]xD,+ Y, is continuous in t, uniformly for x E aD,: for each 
t E [0, 1 J, H, = H(t, .): D + Y is S-A-proper. Then if there are a I.* > 0, a 
&, E (0, I,*), and an n, such that 
and 
pE(H+JS)([O, l]xJD) for all 2 15 [O, A*), 
Q,P~:H+GV,(L-O~ llxaD,) for all n > n,, 
it follows that Deg,(H,, D  p) is independent of E [0, 11. 
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(d) Let D, and D, be open subsets ofD. Suppose that D = D, v D, 
andpE T(D’), u?here D’=(D,nD,)vdD,uaD,. Then 
De&( T, D, P) E Deg,(T, D,, p) + Deg,( T, D,, p) 
with equality holding tf either Deg,( T, D, , p) or Deg,( T,D,, p) is a single 
integer and “+ ” is defined asin the statement ofTheorem 1in [ 11. 
(e) Let Ti. be an odd mapping with respect tor for each A> 0 (i.e., 
each (T,)” is an odd mapping of c?D, to Y, with D, assumed to be invariant 
under the mapping x(x)= -x). Let OE Y- T(irD). Then Deg,(T, D O) 
contains oeven integers and, in particular, Deg,V( T, D, 0) # (0) so that he 
equation TX= 0 has a solution in D. 
(f) Let K be a closed subset of 6. Suppose that pE Y - T(8D u K). 
Then Deg,Y( T, D, p) = Deg,( T,D - K, p). 
(g) Let T, and T2 be S-A-proper mappings from d to Y. Suppose that 
T, s = T,.u for all .Y E80. Then 
Deg,( T, j D, P) = De&( T,, D, P). 
Proof: We only give the proof of (a), (c), and (f). 
(a) If Deg,(T, D, p) # {O}, then there xists a /1’> 0 such that 
Deg(T,, D p) # (0) for all iE (0, I.‘). 
For each n with (l/n) < jk’, byProperty 1 in [S], there is an element .Y, 
in D such that TX, + (l/n) Sx, = p. By (C,) in Definition 1.1, there exists 
an s in D such that TX = p. Since p E T(iiD), itfollows that .X ED. 
(b) Fix n 3 n,, and consider 
T,,(t, x) = H,(t, x) + &S,.u for t E [0, 1] and x E 6,. 
By the properties of the Brouwer degree, deg(T,,(t, ‘)D , Q,p) is constant 
for tE [0, 11. Since n 3 n, is arbitrary, by the definition of degree for A- 
proper mappings (cf. [S]), Deg(H, +&S, D, p) is independent of t E[O, I]. 
Hence, Deg,(H,, D, p) is independent of t E[0, 11. 
(f) From a(D - K) c JD u K and p E T(c3D u K), we may choose a E. >0 
such that 
and 
Deg.JT, D,P)=Deg(Tj,, D,P) 
Deg,(T,D-K,p)=Deg(Tj., D-KP). 
By the A-properness of T,, there is an no such that 
Qx P c (Tj.1, (aDn U a(D-K)n “Kn) for all n > n,, 
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where K,,=KnX,. Then deg((T,),, D , Q,p) and deg((T,),, (D-K),, 
Q, p) are meaningful. Noticing that (D - K), = (D -.K) n X, = D, - K, 
and Q, p E (T,), (K,), from the properties of Brouwer degree, we conclude 
that 
Thus, 
degW’j.LAy QnP)=deg((T;),, (D-K),, Qnp). 
Deg(T,,D,p)=Deg(T,,D-K,P). 
It follows that 
Deg,( T, D, P) = Deg,( T, D - K, p). Q.E.D. 
SECTION 3
Under this section, we always assume that he uniformly convex Banach 
space X with uniformly convex dual X* is a (rc) I space (see [12]), 
J: X-+ X* is the normalized duality map, and T: X+ X is a demi- 
continuous andaccretive op rator. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If S, and S, are bounded, emicontinuous, and strongly 
accretive op rators f om X to X, then 
Deg,,( T,D, P I= I%,,( T, D, P), 
where D c X is a bounded open set and p E X- T(aD). 
Proof. By Corollary 1.1, Deg,,( T,D, P) and Deg,,( T,D, p) are 
meaningful. Let A> 0, and consider 
H,(t,x)=Tx+~(tS,X+(l-t)S,x) for xeB and tE [O, 11. 
From the strong accretivity of S,and Sz, we can prove that here is a 
A*>Osuchthatp~H,([O,1]xdD)forallI~[O,~*). 
Fixing A E (0, A*), by Property 2 in [S], we see that 
Deg(Hj.(L . ), D, P) = Deg(H;.(05 . ),D, P); 
i.e., Deg(T+AS,, D p)=Deg(T+IS,, 0,~). Hence Deg,,(T, D,p)= 
Deg,,( T,R P). Q.E.D. 
In the following discussion, we replace D g,( T, D,p) by Deg(T, D,p), 
where S: X-, X is a bounded, demicontinuous, and strongly accretive 
operator. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. 
Desk, D, p I= VI PED 
{O} p6D’ 
lchere I:X+ X is the identity operator. 
Under our assumption that T is defined onall of X, without assuming 
that Jis weakly continuous (cf. [S] )or T is continuous (cf. [ 11 I), we can 
prove the following domain invariance th orem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be local!,~ one-to-one and locally closed. Then for 
an?! open set D in X, T( D ) is open. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let D c X be a bounded open set such that 0ED - T(dD) 
and (Tx, Jx) B 0 for all .YE SD. Then Deg(T, D, 0) = { 1 > so that the 
equation TX= 0 has a solution in D. 
Proof: By Corollary 1 .l, there is a A* > 0 such that 0E (T+ iZ)(aD) for 
all 2E [0, A*). Consider 
H,(x) = tTx + (1 - t) x for tE co, 11 and XED. 
For 2~ [0, A*), -YE SD and x, ED, c aD, using the fact that 
(P,, TX,, J.u,) = (T-K,, Jx,,), we have 
11 H,(x) + ix /I 2 1) x 1) -’ (( 1- t + i) x + tTx, Jx) 
~(l-t+i)~~x~l>O for all t fz [0, 1), 
I( H,(x) + Ax (I = (I TX + 1.x I( > 0, 
and 
/I PnHl(x,) + 2x, )I = ll( 1 - t + i) x, + tP, Tx, )/ 
>,(Ix,/(-‘((I-t+l)x,+tP,Tx,,Jx,) 
8(1 -t+3,)11x,II >o 
for all tE [0, 1) and each n. Fixing A0 E (0, A*), from the A-properness of 
T,,, we conclude that here is an n, such that 
II P,H,(x,) + 4,x, II = II P, TX, + &,x, II > 0 
for all nB n, and .Y, E aD,. 
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By llmmn 2.1(c), Deg,(H,, D O)=Deg,(H, D 0); i.e., Deg(T, D, O)= 
Deg(1, D 0) = { 1). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let D c X be a bounded open set such that x0 E D and 
(Tx -p, J(x - x0)) 2 0 for all ?CE aD. Then the equation Tx =p has a 
solution in D. In particular, tffor any p E X, there exist a bounded open set D
and an xOe D such that (TX-P, J(x - x0)) > 0 for all XE aD, then 
T(X) = X, that is, T is surjective. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let I- A: X-r X be demicontinuous and accretive. 
Then zf there is an r > 0 such that (Ax, Jx) 6 r2 for all xE aB(0, r), where 
B(0, r) is the open ball of radius r about x, A has a fixed point on B(0, r). In 
particular, if A is a non-expansive mapping and a self-mapping o  B(0, r), 
then A has a fixed point on B(0, r). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let D be a bounded open set. If there are an x0 ED and 
a c>O such that (TX, J(.u-x,))>cfor all x~dD, then B(0, B’c)c T(D), 
where R=sup{((x-s,((;.uEdD). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If there are an x0 E X and an r > 0 such that 
0 < r Q lim inf (Tx, J(x - xO))/il x - x0 (1, 
II .x II -X’ 
then B(0, r) c T(X). 
In [7], Moralos gave two equivalent conditions of 0 E T(X) for 
m-accretive operators. Here, by the degree theory we obtain them for 
accretive op rators defined onall of X. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space, T: X + X an accretive 
operator. Then /Ix-~+t(T.u-Ty)l?)1/~//x-?:((,forall t>Oandx,yEX. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, suppose that for some 
a > 0, the elements x and y satisfy aTx + x = J’. Then (1 Tx (1 < (( Ty (1. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following conditions areequivalent. 
(I) 0 E T(X). 
(II) E={x;x~X,tx+Tx=Oforsomet>O}isaboundedset. 
(III) There are a bounded open set D c X and an x0 ED such that 
Tx+t(x-x,)#O,for xEaD and t>O. 
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Proof: By Lemma 3.1, it is easily seen that (I) * (II) and (I) * (III). 
We first how that (II) * (I). Choose abounded open set D such that 
E c D and 0 ED. Consider 
H,(x)=tTx+(l-r)?c for t~[O,l] and XE6. 
By (II) and Lemma 3.2, we can see that 
1. H,(X) + Ax # 0, for all tE [0, 1J, x E 8D, and ,? b0; 
2. for any fixed & > 0, there exists an n, such that P,H,(x) + I,.x # 0 
for all n>n,, TV [0, I], and .u~iiD,. 
So we invoke Theorem 2.1(c) to conclude that Deg( T, D, 0) = 
Deg(Z, D 0) = { 1). H ence, 0 E T( D ) c T(X). 
To prove (III)*(I), we may assume without loss of generality that 
x,, =0. Also consider 
H,(x)=tTx+(i-t)x for TV [0, l] and XED. 
Then, the above two assertions h ld. Thus it follows that 0 E T(D). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. From the above proof, wesee that under the hypothesis of 
(III), 0 E T(D). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let D be a bounded open set in X with an x0 ED such 
that 1) T-q, )/ < )/ TX 1) for all x E i?D. Then 0 E T(D) and, when TX, # 0, 
NO, II T’io II = T(D). 
Proof By Lemma 3.2, Theorem 3.3, and Remark 2, we conclude that 
0 E T(D). Assume that TX, # 0 and, without loss of generality, that0ED 
and T(0) =0. By Theorem 3.2, Deg(T, D, 0) = ( 1); and by Theorem 2.1(b), 
we have 
Deg( T, D, p) = Deg( T, D, 0) for each pE B(0, (I TxO )I ). 
Thus, B(0, II TX, )I )c T(D). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let D be a bounded open set in X. Suppose that here are 
an x0 in D and an r > 0 such that 
Then B(0, r) c T(D). 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.4, 0 E T(D). And imitating tsproof, wesee that 
B(0, r) c T(D). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If there we an x0 in D and an r > 0 such that 
0 -=c r d Yinn, /( Tx - T.Y, /( ,
rhen B( TxO, r) c T(D). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf there are an x0 in X and an r > 0 such that 
(1 TX, (/ <r d lim inf (1 Tx I(, 
II vII +X’ 
then B(0, r) c T(X). 
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose that there are an R >O and an r> 0 such 
that T is odd on X- B(0, R) and 0 <r <lim inf,,,,, _ I I(Tx (1. Then 
B(0, r) c T(X). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let C$ : [0, 00) + [0, ccj) be such that &r,) -+ 0 implies 
rn -+ 0. 
(i) Zf there are an x0 in X and an r > 0 such that 
II TX-TYII ~O(II-~-YII) (1) 
for every .x, yE &x0, r), then B( Tx,, Q(r)) c T(B(x,, r)). 
(ii) If (1) holds for every x, y E X, then T maps X onto X. 
Proof. (i) The assertion h lds from Corollary 3.5. 
(ii) It is easy to see that (1) implies that T(X) is closed inX. Then from 
(i) we can show that T(D) is open for every open set D in X. Consequently, 
T(X) is also pen. It follows that T(X) = X. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.7. If or any given p in X, there xists a q > 1 such that 
liminf(Tx-p,Jx)/((Tx-p/[Y>,M(p)> --no, 
II -.c I- cc 
then T is surjective. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we show that 0is an element ofT(X). 
By Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that he set 
E=jx;xEX, Tx+tx=O forsome t>o; 
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is bounded. Suppose there xists a sequence {xn} in E for which 
TX, + tnx, =0 and 1) X, jJ -P cc. Then )/ t,,x, 11= /) TX, 1) ,< )I T(O)(I. Thus, 
lim inf (Tx, Jx)/ll Tx )ly < lim inf 
II .t- I- r n - x 
= lim inf 
n-r %
6 lim inf 
n - R 
(- II xn II/II t,.x, I q -’ ) 
(- It T(O)l/ ’ -’II ,y, II 1
which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
For T: A’--) X,recall that T- * is said to be locally bounded if or each 
point ye T(X), there is an r>O such that the set T-‘(B(y, r)) =
{X;XE X, 11 TX-~)/ <Y} is bounded. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let T be such that T-’ is locally bounded. Then 
T(X)=X. 
Proof If x, E X and TX, + p, then (x,) is bounded because T-’ 
is locally bounded. By the results ofWebb [12], pE T(X). In other 
words, T(X) is closed inA’. By Corollary 3.5, we see that T(X) is open. 
Consequently, T(X)=X. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If lim ,,i ,_% I/ TX )/ = CG, then T(X) =X. 
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